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Incorporating SVI’s ever-popular, patented MPTR design every 
DTO28 lift can be equipped with a locking equalizer system that 
provides an initial locking position at 24” of stroke that continues 
every 6” all the way to full stroke. This is a bolt-on upgrade 
that literally takes minutes to install. This design exceeds the 
original single-point locking system and provides more positive 
engagement for a higher level of safety than ever available. 
Plus, there is one other significant benefit that puts this system 
more easily within reach—the DTOSHA DTO28 upgrade system 
exclusively available from SVI ships via UPS to greatly reduce 
transportation costs and handling difficulty. This makes the 
upgrade more affordable and much easier for SVI distributors 
to transport to the jobsite. Now, ease of standard compliance 
is easily available to every owner and operator of DTO28 lifts 
throughout the World. 
SVI has more safety related products available for more lifts. 
Need help solving a problem or a solution to a new need— 
SVI is your answer! 

Number ONE in lift safety solutions, SVI engineering has been busy at work designing 
another new solution to satisfy lift owners and ever scrutinizing OSHA inspectors. That’s 
right, every single DTO lift model once made by the Rotary lift company can easily be 

upgraded to meet current automotive lift industry standards. Better than meeting current standards 
the lift’s safety feature will be dramatically enhanced.
There are still thousands of these lifts in use today and all of them can use a better safety system 
over the old single point, non-serviceable welded-on style.

Exclusive SVI Product

Bolt-On Compliance

Satisfies OSHA 
Inspectors

Automatically  
Engaging Lock Pawls

Ships via UPS

Robust Design

Easy-to-Use Top 
Release Levers

More Positive Lock 
Engagement

Locks Every 6”  
After 24” of Rise

Easy to Install

Serviceable Slider 
Blocks

Fits Rotary DTO28 Lifts

■ Auto Dealerships
■ Tire Dealers
■ Muffler Shops
■ Independent Shops
■	 Municipal Garages
■ Anywhere Vehicles are 
 Serviced Using a DTO28 lift 

All names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are used for reference purposes only. It is not implied that any part listed  
is the product of these manufacturers; however, some parts may be the actual product of these manufacturers.
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